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How to keep your activism going all 

summer long 
Posted June 6, 2018 

POSTED IN: Education News 

  

 
Those who would attack and dismantle public education never seem to take a vacation. That’s why it’s 
essential for public education activists like you to stay informed and engaged during the summer months. 

Part of our mission at EdVotes is to make it easier for you to keep up with legislation and policies that 
affect public education and working families—for better and for worse—and help you find ways to speak 
out and take action on issues that matter for students and educators. 

Here is our tip list for keeping your activism going throughout the summer: 

 Get involved in the 2018 election NOW. There’s already a large field candidates shaping up 
across the country. You can keep up with everything they’re saying about public education by 
following the Education Votes Facebook page and pledging to support students in Election 2018. 

 Sign-up for quick-read newsletters that will help you keep up with timely news of state and 
national politics and campaigns to invest in public education: The EdVotes weekly 
newsletter and Education Insider provide coverage tailored to the education activist. 

 Take action online and share pro-public education content with your networks. “There’s no 
denying the power of digital activism,” says NEA political director Carrie Pugh. “We see every year 
how educators, parents and students raising their voices online can open important conversations 
and lead change.” Looking for content to share? Simply follow EdVotes on Facebook and Twitter. 

 Check out our advocacy tips to ensure you’re making the biggest impact you can every time you 
speak up for your students. 

 BONUS TIP: Find some time to rest and recharge so you can start the next school year strong 
and ready to fight for public education! 

http://educationvotes.nea.org/topics/education-news/
https://www.facebook.com/speakupforkids/
http://educationvotes.nea.org/election2018pledge/
http://educationvotes.nea.org/subscribe/
http://educationvotes.nea.org/subscribe/
http://edadvocacy.nea.org/app/register?1&m=277584
https://www.facebook.com/speakupforkids
https://twitter.com/edvotes
http://educationvotes.nea.org/2017/01/02/6-steps-boost-advocacy-students-public-schools-2017/


 Charter Schools 

   
June 18, 2018 

Union says Senate 'Big Ugly' enriching 

greedy charter sector is 'unacceptable' 
Source: NYSUT Media Relations 

ALBANY, N.Y. June 18, 2018 — New York State United Teachers President Andy Pallotta 
today said the Senate majority’s “Big Ugly” is a giveaway to the greedy charter sector at the 
expense of school districts statewide, with up to $375 million in state funding diverted to 
unaccountable charters that refuse to serve all students equally. 

“The Senate’s linking of teacher evaluation and testing reform with another wheelbarrow of 
money for charter donors and increased privatization of public schools is both unacceptable 
and unnecessary,” Pallotta said. “It is unacceptable because the Republican Senate already 
shoveled more state funding to its charter benefactors in the state budget — without 
demanding they serve the neediest students — and it’s unnecessary because we are 
nowhere near reaching the existing cap.” 

In response, NYSUT today will begin a large-scale social media ad campaign aimed at 
Republican senators who are sponsoring S.8301 — a clean, bipartisan bill with 55 total 
sponsors that would reduce student testing and decouple standardized tests from teacher 
evaluations — but voted against bringing it to the floor for a vote. 

“It is hypocritical for Senate Republicans to co-sponsor S.8301 and tell parents and teachers 
that they support fixing the state’s broken testing and evaluation system, but then quietly vote 
against it on the floor when it is introduced as an amendment,” Pallotta said. “The GOP 
Senate can’t have it both ways. Do they stand with angry and frustrated parents and teachers 
who want less testing and a fairer evaluation system? Or, do they stand with the billionaire-
backed corporate charters in New York City? On this issue, they can’t do both.” 

Pallotta noted the Assembly passed its teacher evaluation reform bill with a 133-1 vote, and 
the governor has indicated he would sign it. 

“It’s up to the Senate. We need Republican senators to step up to the plate and hit it out of 
the park. A strikeout on a bill with 55 sponsors is simply not acceptable,” Pallotta said. “Our 
message remains unchanged: Let teachers teach. Let students learn. And let the Senate vote 
on a clean S.8301— no strings attached.” 

New York State United Teachers is a statewide union with more than 600,000 members in 
education, human services and health care. NYSUT is affiliated with the American Federation 
of Teachers, the National Education Association and the AFL-CIO. 

 

 

 



 Numbers 

The Numbers That Explain Why Teachers 
Are in Revolt 

After a quarter-century of steady growth on education spending, a shock to the system. 

By Robert Gebeloff 
 June 4, 2018 

A recent demonstration in Raleigh, N.C., over teacher pay and school funding.CreditGerry 
Broome/Associated Press 

American teachers are angry. 

They have taken to the streets in West Virginia, Oklahoma, Kentucky, 
Arizona, Colorado — and more recently in North Carolina. Dissent is building 
in Louisiana and Nevada, too. 

But while the protests are spreading this year, the underlying conflict 
between public school employees and policymakers has roots in decisions 
made during the last recession, when states and local districts short of cash 
curtailed education spending for the first time in decades. 

This had a pronounced effect on school staffing, with layoffs hitting many 
states. Districts cut support staff as well as regular classroom teachers. 
In North Carolina, the number of teachers is down 5 percent since peaking in 
2009, while the number of teaching assistants is 28 percent lower. And 
teacher pay stagnated nonetheless. 

Moreover, the recovery that has lifted the private economy has not quite 
restored school spending to pre-recession levels, especially in states run by 
fiscal conservatives determined to hold the line on government spending. 
 
For a system that had experienced nothing but spending growth for a 
quarter-century, the past few years have been a major shock. K-12 spending 
per pupil rose 26 out of 29 years before 2010, only to tumble three 
consecutive years at the beginning of this decade. 

“Per-pupil spending went up forever,” says Matthew Chingos, director of the 
Urban Institute’s education policy program. 

One reason for the consistent rise was a movement in education to reduce 
class sizes by adding teachers, and to provide more social services beyond 

http://www.nytimes.com/by/robert-gebeloff
http://apps.schools.nc.gov/statisticalprofile
https://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d17/tables/dt17_213.10.asp?current=yes


basic instruction. These efforts picked up steam in the 1990s in part in 
reaction to publication of Jonathan Kozol’s “Savage Inequalities,” which 
documented the vast disparities in school spending between wealthy and 
poor school districts, spurring lawsuits and education reform movements in 
many states to equalize funding by enlarging the overall pot of education 
money. 

“The book highlighted these hideous inequalities in schooling, where there 
were 50 kids in a class with pipes that were broken and stuff like that, and 
there was a very good, earnest push toward increasing equity,” said 
Marguerite Roza, a research professor and director of the Edunomics Lab at 
Georgetown University. 

Then came a one-two punch to the growth in education spending: The 
recession worsened financial problems already widespread in many states, 
and voters began electing conservative governors and legislatures that 
promised to rein in budget woes with spending cuts. 

Almost every state reduced education spending during the recession. But as 
the national economy recovered, education spending did not return to the 
historical pattern of steady growth across all states. By 2016, more than half 
of states controlled by Democrats had restored education spending per pupil 
to 2009 levels, but the same was true in only 5 of 22 states controlled by 
Republicans. 

Some red states have seen slower growth in state and local revenues, in part 
because of economic factors but also because of tax cuts. The Center on 
Budget and Policy Priorities, a liberal think tank, notes that seven states with 
school funding controversies — Arizona, Idaho, Kansas, Michigan, 
Mississippi, North Carolina and Oklahoma — cut taxes in recent years. 

In Kansas, where conservatives had been particularly aggressive in cutting 
the size of government, the state Supreme Court recently ruled the school 
funding system there unconstitutional because it failed to meet state 
requirements to finance education adequately. Republican lawmakers were 
further shocked when their handpicked consultant’s report tied increased 
funding to improved outcomes and recommended billions in additional 
education spending. 

On top of fiscal policy decisions, a more fundamental concern is the 
increasing volatility of state tax revenues, says Bruce Baker, a professor of 
education at Rutgers University who studies school finance. 

https://www.cbpp.org/research/state-budget-and-tax/a-punishing-decade-for-school-funding
https://www.cbpp.org/research/state-budget-and-tax/a-punishing-decade-for-school-funding
http://www.kansascity.com/news/politics-government/article176606731.html
http://www.kansascity.com/news/politics-government/article176606731.html
http://www.kansascity.com/latest-news/article205595439.html
http://www.kansascity.com/latest-news/article205595439.html


States cover about 47 cents of every dollar spent on public education, with a 
further 45 cents raised locally, mostly through property taxes, and 8 cents 
coming from the federal government. 

Real estate values swing more wildly now than in the past, and traditional 
wage income has become a decreasing share of the income tax base, making 
revenue streams less reliable and harder to predict. 

The political climate has also made it tougher to overhaul the tax system in 
any way that could be perceived as a tax increase, whether in good economic 
times or bad. 

It’s easy to see why teachers are in the vanguard of the protest. Teacher 
salaries make up the bulk of education spending — so when education 
spending stagnates or is cut, teachers feel the pain most directly. 

In many of the states spending less on education, average teacher pay has 
fallen sharply. Nationwide, pay is down 5 percent this decade, to an average 
of $58,950 from $61,804. 

But this doesn’t necessarily mean administrators are cutting teacher pay. It 
also, in some states, signifies high teacher turnover, with older, higher-paid 
teachers retiring and being replaced by younger, lower-paid ones.  

Overall, however, the American teaching force is growing more experienced, 
not less. And federal data shows that teacher pay nationally has fallen in 
inflation-adjusted terms. Compared with 2007-2008, starting teacher pay is 
lower, as is average pay for more experienced teachers. 

Protests over these cuts have been directed mostly at state capitols, where 
overall education policy is administered. 

Yet in states that have struggled with education funding, local revenues have 
also played a role, especially in red states. Census data shows that while 
reductions in state aid were universal during the recession, many blue states 
— which tend to be wealthier to begin with — still experienced local revenue 
growth that somewhat mitigated the losses.  

Not so in many red states, where schools saw reductions in both state and 
local funding.  

“Many states will cut state aid for schools and then impose limits on property 
tax increases as part of a broader package pushing for austerity in spending,” 
Mr. Baker said. 

https://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d17/tables/dt17_211.60.asp
https://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d17/tables/dt17_211.20.asp?current=yes
https://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d17/tables/dt17_211.20.asp?current=yes


Property taxes to fund education have been attacked by both small-
government conservatives and by liberals who note the wide disparity in tax 
bases in wealthy and poorer communities. 

Despite the inequity, “local money was the most relatively stable and healthy” 
revenue source for education, Ms. Roza said, “and so closing that spigot 
meant it was much harder to fund education from the statehouse.” 

“Inevitably, state budgets were competing with Medicaid and pensions and 
higher ed funding,” she said, “and so that money could not grow as fast as 
local money could grow.” 

The nation’s chief educator, Betsy DeVos, recently tweeted a chart depicting 
the huge increase in education spending plotted against a less than stellar 
trend line showing student performance: “Test scores continue to stagnate. 
This is not something we’re going to spend our way out of.” 

Ms. DeVos’s critics, however, say there are many factors that could be holding 
overall test performance down. 

And recent studies have found that spending disparities matter. University of 
Pennsylvania researchers showed the impact of the recession was greater on 
low-income students, particularly in districts with major budget cuts. 

Another paper, by a researcher at Northwestern University, found that 
students in districts that cut funding the most in the wake of the recession 
posted lower test scores than peers and were less likely to graduate from high 
school. 

It now seems the pendulum is swinging toward spending growth in states 
that had been lagging. 

Teachers in West Virginia and Oklahoma protested and won a pay raise. 
Pressure from educators spurred the Kentucky legislature to block the 
governor from vetoing the budget. And in Georgia, political pressure forced 
leaders to fully fund the state aid formula for the first time in years.  

Attention has turned to North Carolina, where thousands of teachers 
protested at the opening of the state legislative session. North Carolina 
teachers once ranked 19th in the nation in pay, but now rank 37th. 

 

 

https://twitter.com/BetsyDeVosED/status/984534888941604864/photo/1
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3026151
https://works.bepress.com/c_kirabo_jackson/35/download/
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/06/us/west-virginia-teachers-strike-deal.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/12/us/oklahoma-teachers-strike.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/13/us/kentucky-budget-veto-teachers.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/13/us/kentucky-budget-veto-teachers.html
https://www.myajc.com/news/state--regional-govt--politics/governor-signs-new-georgia-budget-that-finally-fully-funds-schools/216udSOWicdrw7q9hmNQmJ/
https://www.wral.com/nc-ranks-37th-in-nation-for-teacher-pay-39th-in-per-pupil-spending/17504331/


 Heat in the Classrooms 

SAFE SCHOOLS 
June 08, 2018 

Temperature spikes raise alarms, calls for 

action about dangerously overheated 

classrooms 
Author: Liza Frenette 
Source: NYSUT Communications 

 
 

In Brentwood, Suffolk County, teacher Eileen Ortenzi reported to NYSUT that 
her class logged flaming temperatures of 102 degrees one day and 108 
degrees the next day in a May 2017 temperature record. 

Ortenzi, a middle school science and English teacher, has also recorded 
temperatures at other times of 110 degrees to 112 degrees in her second-
story brick classroom. "I'm a huge advocate for people not being in 
oppressive conditions in their classrooms. Why are we accepting these 
excuses?" she asks. "We have technology shoved down our throats and 
we're not even using the basic technology of air conditioning. My choice was 
to be a teacher, not to be a sweatshop worker." 

Ortenzi said solar panels can be used to help schools offset costs of running 
air conditioning, and trees can be planted to shade schools. Although she 
provided a required doctor's note requesting air conditioning because the 
extreme heat was affecting several of her health issues, she still was not 



given an A/C unit until after she contacted her local union and one was finally 
put in her classroom. 

In June 2017, an Irondequoit teacher reported posters falling off the walls 
due to heat and humidity in the classroom. Opening the windows distracted 
the students because lawns were being mowed and other kids were playing 
outside. “Students are sluggish and don't want to participate in their work 
because they are so hot.” 

In another Irondequoit recording, a hot mid-September afternoon pushed 
temperatures to 94 degrees with 68% humidity. 

Schools are vulnerable to hot temperatures because many school buildings 
are decades old, and classrooms can be located on third or fourth floors. 
Most lack central air conditioning. Climate change has resulted in a 
temperature rise in the warmer months. NYSUT is looking for stories on 
overheated classrooms to help get changes made in laws in order to 
protect students, teachers, School-Related Professionals and health care 
workers in the schools. Tell your story at www.nysut.org/heat. 

As state exams are scheduled to start June 12, White Plains middle school 
health teacher Emily Conrad noted with concern that oppressive heat makes 
it difficult for students to concentrate. “It’s also terrible on the breathing 
system,” she said, and can cause heat exhaustion and dehydration. 

 Related article: Higher temperatures equal lower test scores — 
study confirms that students learn less in overheated classrooms 

Conrad is a member of NYSUT’s Health and Safety Committee and her 
district’s health and safety team, and has worked with the superintendent, the 
facilities and ground director, and the local union to get changes made at the 
school, including making other rooms available during high heat. New A/C 
units have been installed in some locations, such as in the cafeteria, and 
others were replaced with bigger units. A/C was added to the auditorium 
under the school’s five-year capital improvement plan. Teachers can move 
students to these locations, although it is not idea for learning, she said, 
because they are noisy, and technology tools are not all available there. The 
school also has cold bottled water available and is installing bottle water 
fountains to reduce waste. 

“There’s more that can be done and has to be done,” she said. 

http://www.nysut.org/heat
http://www.nysut.org/heat
http://www.nysut.org/heat
https://www.chalkbeat.org/posts/us/2018/05/28/higher-temperatures-equal-lower-test-scores-study-confirms-that-students-learn-less-in-overheated-classrooms/
https://www.chalkbeat.org/posts/us/2018/05/28/higher-temperatures-equal-lower-test-scores-study-confirms-that-students-learn-less-in-overheated-classrooms/


Unhealthy, stifling classroom temperatures have been recorded throughout 
the state. In Cayuga last June, the Department of Environmental 
Conservation issued an air quality heat advisory for the county when the 
ozone in the outdoor air was predicted to exceed 100. In Rochester during 
that same period, record-breaking temperatures were recorded. 

Auburn junior high students were falling asleep and complaining of dizziness, 
headaches and nausea. This took place during end of year testing and it was 
so hot and humid in the classroom the papers were sticky and it was hard for 
students to write on them, a union member reported. 

Many NYSUT members have recorded temperatures in a two-week log to 
gather evidence of how serious the problem is. The log can be downloaded 
from the health and safety webpage at www.nysut.org/healthandsafety. 

“Students can't learn in a hot classroom — little education is accomplished 
because attention is affected by the heat,” said Wendy Hord, NYSUT health 
and safety specialist. “Many people feel ill when it's too hot, and some have 
medical conditions that make it even more unbearable. Teachers are 
concerned about students’ health, and about their own.” 

In addition to sending in a temperature story, or logging temperatures, Hord 
also recommended that union members work with the school nurse and 
parents to help advocate for change.  
 
“I always tell people that the issue should be included in school emergency 
plans and that the local unions should propose a temperature threshold at 
which action should be taken (fans, breaks, water, etc.); and another 
threshold at which you can't stay in the room anymore,” Hord said. 

Meanwhile, members can make sure they drink water and ask for more 
breaks in cooler areas of the schools. 

NYSUT delegates passed a resolution at the spring RA requiring NYSUT to 
pressure lawmakers to enact legislation so that temperatures in schools 
conform to the recommendations of the federal Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration for indoor temperatures in a range of 68-76 degrees 
during all hours that students and teachers are in the building. Further, 
NYSUT is also to advocate for the State Education Department to develop 
guidelines for procedures to close schools when safe temperatures cannot 
be maintained. 

http://www.nysut.org/healthandsafety


 Evaluation Changes? 

 
NY Capitol News 

Call for teacher evaluation changes in 
NY 

By:  Morgan McKay  
Posted: Jun 06, 2018 04:23 PM EDT 
 

ALBANY, N.Y. (NEWS10) - There are eight days of session left for this legislative 
year, which means people are coming out in droves to the Capitol to make sure 
their bills see a vote. 
 
Floating yellow balloons in front of Senate Republican Leader John Flanagan's 
office, Dozens of teachers and members of the teacher's union, literally waved their 
support in favor of a bill that would change the way teachers are evaluated. 
 
"All they need to do is put it on the floor and pass it, so we don't know why it's not 
getting done," Andrew Pallota, President of NYSUT, said. 
 
The bill would end the requirement that state test scores must account for half of a 
teacher's evaluation. In recent years, there has been fallout from using these exams, 
causing about 20 percent of students in New York to stop taking them in protest. 
 
In 2015, the state agreed to temporarily suspend using the standardized test scores 
on teacher evaluations through 2020. This new bill would make this permanent 
and force the state Education Department to come up with an alternative way to 
evaluate teachers. 
 
"It would allow teachers to get back to doing what they do best which is to teach 
kids, and students to learn without the pressure of these standardized tests 
looming over them," Jolene DiBrango, VP of NYSUT and former teacher from 
Rochester, said. 
 
The bill has already passed in the Assembly. The bill is currently stalled in the 
Senate, despite 55 out of the 63 Senators sponsoring it. 
 
One of the Senator's not sponsoring the bill is Senator John DeFrancisco, the 
Deputy Republican Leader. 

 

"This bill is not in my high priority list," Senator John DeFrancisco (R-Syracuse) 

said. 



 Janus 

News 

Understanding Janus: 13 Ways the 

Pivotal Supreme Court Case Could 

Change the Finances, Membership & 

Politics of Teachers Unions 

 

For the latest news and analysis of the Janus case, sign up for The 74’s newsletter. 

Janus v. the American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees. 

It’s the case that has the education community fixated on the Supreme Court, 

wondering how a ruling for the plaintiff could impact the nation’s teachers 

unions. 

 

We’ve been tracking the case for the better part of a year now and have 

published more than a dozen primers on the key issues involved — and the 

potential implications for public employees. 

 

The case, like two others that have reached the high court in recent years, pits 

unions, who say mandatory fees are necessary to prevent “free riders” from 

https://www.the74million.org/news
https://www.the74million.org/newsletter/


benefiting from union contracts, against dissenting members, who argue that 

being forced to pay dues violates their First Amendment rights. Janus once 

again raises the question of whether public employees must pay dues even if 

they disagree with their union’s political positions. 

 

The Janus decision is expected to be released over the next week — likely 

either this Thursday, the 21st, or next Monday, the 25th. 

Ahead of the verdict, 13 important things to consider regarding the stakes and 

fallout: 

 

1. The Plaintiff — “Korman: Mark Janus Never Sued Anyone, So How 

Did He Become the Face of the Year’s Biggest Court Case 

Involving Unions?” Read the full analysis. 

 

 

Plaintiff Mark Janus speaks to the media in front of the U.S. Supreme Court after a hearing on Feb. 

26 in Washington, D.C. (Alex Wong/Getty Images) 

2. The Facts — “Janus v. AFSCME: 5 Things to Know About the Latest Union 

Dues Case Headed to the High Court.” Read the full analysis. 

 

3. The Arguments — “Supreme Court Transcript: Read Monday’s 

Complete Janus v. AFSCME Arguments at the High Court.” Read the full 

transcript. 

 

https://www.the74million.org/article/korman-heres-how-mark-januss-challenge-to-paying-union-dues-become-one-of-the-most-important-court-cases-of-2018/
https://www.the74million.org/janus-case-agency-fees-top-things-to-know/
https://www.the74million.org/supreme-court-transcript-read-mondays-complete-janus-v-afscme-arguments-at-the-high-court/
https://www.the74million.org/supreme-court-transcript-read-mondays-complete-janus-v-afscme-arguments-at-the-high-court/
https://www.the74million.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Janus-press-gaggle.jpg


4. The Counterpoint — “Analysis: Teachers Unions Will Argue in Court That 

‘Agency Fees’ Don’t Fund Political Activities. But They’re Saying Something 

Different to Members.” Read the full report. 

 

5. The New Justice — “What SCOTUS Nominee Neil Gorsuch’s Past Rulings 

on Education Cases Could Mean on the High Court.” Read the full analysis. 

 

 

U.S. President Donald Trump (R) shakes hands with Judge Neil Gorsuch after nominating him to the 

Supreme Court during a ceremony in the East Room of the White House in Washington, D.C., on 

Jan. 31, 2017. (Chip Somodevilla/Getty Images) 

 

6. The Labor Landscape — “Labor in the Age of Janus: 6 Things to Keep in 

Mind About American Unions on the Eve of a Pivotal Supreme Court 

Ruling.” Read the full report. 

 

7. The Political Stakes — “Bradford: Could the Supreme Court’s New Union 

Dues Case Liberate Reform-Minded Democrats to Do What’s Right for 

Kids?” Read the full column. 

 

8. The Financial Stakes — “Exclusive: Ahead of a Key Supreme Court 

Decision, America’s Largest Teachers Union Slashes Budget by $50 Million, 

Projects That 300,000 Members May Leave.” Read the full report. 

 

https://www.the74million.org/article/analysis-teachers-unions-will-argue-in-court-that-agency-fees-dont-fund-political-activities-but-theyre-saying-something-different-to-members/
https://www.the74million.org/article/what-scotus-nominee-neil-gorsuchs-past-rulings-on-education-cases-could-mean-on-the-high-court/
https://www.the74million.org/article/labor-in-the-age-of-janus-6-things-to-keep-in-mind-about-american-unions-on-the-eve-of-a-pivotal-supreme-court-ruling/
https://www.the74million.org/article/bradford-heres-why-the-supreme-courts-newest-union-dues-case-could-liberate-reform-minded-democrats-to-do-whats-right-for-kids/
https://www.the74million.org/article/exclusive-largest-union-to-slash-budget-by-50-million-in-advance-of-supreme-court-decision-300000-members-will-leave-within-2-years-leaders-predict/
https://www.the74million.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/1485986636_2384.jpg


9. The Membership Stakes — “Analysis: How Will a Janus Ruling Impact 

Teachers and Unions in Each State? Data & Interactive Maps Tell the 

Story.” Read the full analysis. 

 

 

10. Is the Future of Labor Local? — “If Janus Ruling Means Teachers No 

Longer Have to Join Unions, Will Breaking Away From State and National 

Affiliates Be a Way to Save Local Membership?” Read the full article. 

 

11. Will Unions Have to Compete for Members? — “Analysis: Janus Ruling 

Could Force Unions to Compete for Members.” Read the full analysis. 

 

12. After Union Dues, a Fight Over Collective Bargaining? — “It’s Not Just 

Union Dues, It’s Collective Bargaining: Looking to States That Banned Them as 

Post-Janus Crystal Ball.” Read the full analysis. 

 

13. After Janus, the Next Court Case — “After Janus, Another Key Lawsuit 

Targeting Unions: How California’s Yohn Case Targets Opt-Out Rules.” Read 

the full report. 

 

 

 

https://www.the74million.org/article/analysis-how-will-a-janus-ruling-impact-teachers-and-unions-in-each-state-data-interactive-maps-tell-the-story/
https://www.the74million.org/article/if-janus-ruling-means-teachers-no-longer-have-to-join-unions-will-breaking-away-from-state-and-national-affiliates-be-way-to-save-local-membership/
https://www.the74million.org/article/analysis-janus-ruling-could-force-unions-to-compete-for-members/
https://www.the74million.org/article/its-not-just-union-dues-its-collective-bargaining-looking-to-states-that-banned-them-as-post-janus-crystal-ball/
https://www.the74million.org/article/after-janus-another-key-lawsuit-targeting-unions-how-californias-yohn-case-targets-opt-out-rules/
https://www.the74million.org/article/after-janus-another-key-lawsuit-targeting-unions-how-californias-yohn-case-targets-opt-out-rules/
https://www.the74million.org/article/analysis-how-will-a-janus-ruling-impact-teachers-and-unions-in-each-state-data-interactive-maps-tell-the-story/


 Editor’s Note 

Each month the On Target will come out near the end of the month.  

If you have something that you would like included, please send as a Word document by the 
20th of the month to: lpanek@clarenceschools.org   

Items that could be included are: Articles dealing with education/unions, Good ideas for 
teaching, something humorous/light dealing with education, Information for sharing, 
Opinion pieces on education, Advertisement for a service you provide.  

 

mailto:lpanek@clarenceschools.org


 
Have a  

GREAT  
& 

restful summer! 
 

See you in September!! 
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Exterior House 

Painting 
Todd Banaszak 

Clarence Middle School  
Physical Education Teacher 

25 years of Experience                                                                

553-0302 

 

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Painting  
 (trim, siding, shake shingle, stucco etc..)  

Staining Cedar 

Pressure Washing 

Deck Refinishing 

Fence Refinishing 

 

 No job is too small. 

 Many references, East Amherst and Clarence 

 Professional crew with many years of experience. 

 Complete customer satisfaction. 
 
 

Call or text for a free estimate. 

716-553-0302 
 



3 Bedroom Condo for rent in New Smyrna Beach, 

Florida. 
Short walk across the street to the beautiful beach. 

About an hour from Orlando Airport or 18-hour drive. 

Contact Kara/George Gallagher if you are interested!! 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 


